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SECTION B - (5 x E = 21marks)

Answer ALL questions, choosing either (a) or (b).

11. (a) Prove that the equation ax+by =,c with o
and b are integers has integral solution if
(a, b) | c . If (xr, yr ) is a particular solution of
itx + by = c . Find the general solution of the' same.

(b)

12. (a)

Or

Solve x+2y+32=LO.

Let n be an integer, n > I, n: 1 (mod4).
Prove that if n is a prime tinen 4xz * y" = n
has exactly one non negative solution and it
is a primitive solution. If n, is not a prime
then 4x2 +y2'=n has either no primitive
solutions, more than one non negative
primitive solution or it has one non negative
primitive solution and at least one non
ne gatilre primitive solution.

Or

Prove that if r and s are arbitrary integers of
opposite parity with r>s>l and (r,s)=l
then Jc=12-s2,y=2rs,z=12+s2 is a
positive primitive solution of x2 i yz : 22 .
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13. (a) With usual notations, prove that for any
positive real number r,

: (as,a1,.--an-r,*)=ffi

.Or
(b) Prove that any two infinite simple continued

fractions converge to different values.

14. (a) If a is any algebraic number prove that
there is a rational b such that ba is an
algebraic number.

Or

(b) Prove that the reciprocal of a unit is a unit
and the units of an algebraic number field
form a multiplicative group.

15. (a) If a, p, y are .in A(^ld then prove the
- following :

(t N (a F) = {(a) N (B)

(i1) N(a):0 if a:0.
(iir) if y is an integer in A(!16 then

N(Y) = 11 iff 7 is a unit.

Or

(b) Prove that there are infinitely many units in
any real quadratic field.
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16.

SECTION C - (b x 8 = 40 marks)
Answer AJ,L questions, choosing either (a) or ft;.(a) Discuss the procedure of soiving the equation

AttcL + A*c2 + ... + Ahr|k = C, h > 2.

Or.(b) (r) Find all positive solutions of5x+3y=52.
(ii) Prove that the equation ax + by = a + c' is solv4b19 iff the equation ax + by _ s

is solvable.
(a) Prove.that the positive primitive sorutiins of

Jc- + y' - ". with y even are
xc =r2 _s2y =2rs, z =r2 +s2 

,where r and s
are aibitrary integers of opposite parity with.r>s>0 and(r,s) =1.

Or(b) Prove that the only integral solutions of
xa + ya - "z are the solutions x = o .

!, Z = +x2 and. ! = O, z = *x2.'
(a) Prove that if a, b, c do not have the same

sign and that - bc, _ ac, _ ab are quadratic
residues modulo a, b, c respectively then the
equation axz +byz +cz2 = 0 has a solution in
integers x, !, z not all zero where q, b, c ate
non zero integers such that the product abcrs square free.

Or

t7.

18.
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